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CHAPTER 1
SCHEDULE

BLOCKBUSTER SCHEDULES
Dan Zimmerman: I  think Hitchcock said it best: “Movies are never finished. They’re 
abandoned.” You can cut forever, you really can. But there are deadlines and you have to hit 
them.

Hullfish: So give me the basic timetable of your last three movies, since they kind of 
intertwined.

Dan Zimmerman, Maze Runner: The Scorch Trials: Well, “Maze Runner” started in May or 
June. We shot for 45ish days and basically, that breaks down to nine weeks, since we were 
working five-day weeks. Wes takes about a week off to clear his head, which gives me time to 
get my edit and assemble together. I show it to him and for the next 10 weeks, we cut. We 
had a release date mid-February  2014, so we were in a time crunch. By September or 
October, we showed the studio, and they were amazed at how big the movie was, so they 
decided to shift the release date to September, giving us more for visual effects.

Hullfish: Plus you’ve basically got to lock picture before the VFX get handed off.

Dan Zimmerman: Exactly. However nowadays people don’t lock picture until it’s literally in 
the theater.

Hullfish: OK, so when did you finish the creative edit on Maze Runner that you started 
basically the beginning of June?

Dan Zimmerman: Basically between Thanksgiving and Christmas. During all that time, sound 
crews and visual effects were working, so after that point of locking, you’ve got a couple 
weeks for sound to get conformed up to the picture.
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Hullfish: There are VFX hand-offs, and you’re getting temps back . . . 

Dan Zimmerman: We finished the cut of Maze Runner in the later part of February or early 
March. Then on December 16th I was in Albuquerque for Scorch Trials. Scorch Trials started 
shooting in November, so I actually asked my dad, who was in-between shows at the time, if 
he could fill in for me until I can get there in the middle of December. He had met Wes before 
and really liked him, so he went to Albuquerque and spent a good six weeks there getting the 
assemble done in the first weeks of Scorch Trials and in the meantime, I would keep up at 
night and watch the dailies from Scorch Trials while I was cutting My All American. I stayed 
until the middle of February. Our post process on Scorch Trials was a little tighter than the first 
one, so we had to kick it into gear because we were being released internationally three 
weeks earlier than domestically, so we needed to have it done a month before that, which was 
in August.

Hullfish: Can you describe the timeline after the original editor’s assembly?

Dan Zimmerman: So you have this assembly cut, which is everything in the script and that 
was shot. And then maybe, in my case, you have this cut-down version of what I think the 
movie should be. Then the director has 10 weeks—per the DGA (Director’s Guild of America)—
to create the movie that they want to make. You start working with the director. The way 
I worked with Angelo—and the way I’ve worked with most directors—you start from some 
scene that they really want to dive into or you start from the very beginning. Just take reel one 
and start plugging away. You watch a scene down, and the director will either have a strong 
opinion of whether it should stay or go or whether it should be changed, and basically you 
manage that process for a couple of months. And if you’re doing a studio picture, you show 
it to the studio executives that have developed the project from its infancy. You show it to 
them, and you get their feedback. Again, you can never get a second chance at a first time 
viewing. Typically the notes that come out of a first time viewing are the most beneficial or 
that seem to make the most impact. A lot of times, depending on the picture, you take it out 
to a test audience or you do a friends-and-family screening: sort of showing it within the 
sanctuary of the collective people working on the film. Or you take it to a public screening. 
The audience fills out cards about specific questions that you think they’re going to have 
issues with or what you’re trying to find out, like what were their favorite scenes or least 
favorite scenes. Often there are pacing questions, like “Do you think the movie went too fast 
or too slow? And in what spots did that happen?” Then you weigh the options. Sometimes 
the scenes they like the least are scenes that can’t be cut from the movie because of content 
that’s vital to the story or even personally vital to the director. At the end of the day, that 
director is going to be the person held accountable for what’s on screen, and so my job is to 
make sure that it’s something he can get behind. The editors don’t usually get to do that 
press, which is why it’s great to have outlets like yourself that do these interviews because we 
do have a ton to offer, but a lot of times people think the editor is just the guy that sticks the 
movie together. It doesn’t encapsulate the importance of editing and editors in the process. 
It’s definitely one of the reasons why I joined ACE.
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Hullfish: The last two installments of the Hunger Games movies were shot and edited 
basically at the same time, right?

Alan Bell, Hunger Games: Mockingjay—Part 2: On Mockingjay the movies were basically shot 
sequentially. We started in September 2013 in Atlanta. Which is a tight schedule, so Francis 
and I thought it would be good to have another editor because there was no way that we 
could shoot two movies at the same time, then have a really fast turnaround; it just made 
sense to bring Mark on through the whole first movie (Part 1) and then keep him on through 
the next movie. We couldn’t have done it without him. We also built a screening room in a 
trailer, so during production, I was actually on set most of the time in a trailer cutting for seven 
months.

Mark Yoshikawa, Hunger Games: Mockingjay—Part 2: Then you and Francis went to Europe 
to continue shooting in April of 2014.

Alan Bell: Shortly before Europe, while we were still in Atlanta, we were shooting Mockingjay 2 
stuff at that time. Aside from the lizard sequence, which I was really focusing on for MJ2 I left 
everything else to Mark and Jennifer and really tried to focus on MJ1. Then, when I went to 
Europe, there were some scenes we were going to shoot early on, but Liam sprained his ankle, 
so we had to push him to the very end of the schedule in Berlin. So that just meant that I really 
had to be Johnny-on-the-Spot with some of the scenes in MJ1 in order to get our VFX turnovers 
in time. It was one of those things that required enormous set turnovers. And then the end 
sequence in MJ1 is a compound of elements, and some of that was shot early on in Atlanta, 
some were shot in Paris, we shot some of it in Berlin. That sequence, Mark and I bounced back 
and forth and focused on a lot while I was in Paris to try to nail it down because we were trying 
to find out what it was supposed to be, because it was scripted one way, but it couldn’t be a 
22-minute scene, it had to be eight minutes or six minutes. The scene I’m talking about is where 
they’re going to rescue Peeta. There was a period of time when I was in France, and Mark and 
I were just throwing that back and forth, and Jen was solely on MJ2. And then, I would say by 
the time we got back, once we got back to LA, then Mark put down MJ2 and he and I totally 
focused on MJ1 until it was done. Then we had enough time in our schedule to do an editor’s 
pass, which we actually cheated and brought Francis in for our editor’s pass, so we had a real 
leg up. Jen had a really nice assembly. And in fact, Francis and I—while we were in Germany—
watched a lot of Mockingjay 2 before we were done shooting. He was really confident about 
MJ2 even before we went into deep, deep post on MJ1, so we kind of let MJ2 sit. We focused 
on MJ1, and I think Jen did a little bit of MJ2 work while Mark and I were busy with Mockingjay 
1 but November of 2014 we took a little time off—a couple weeks off—and then came back 
right before Christmas, and all of us focused on Mockingjay 2.

Mark Yoshikawa: I think you got back from Europe at the beginning of July. And we had to lock 
it by the end of August. That was really the crunch time. And then on Mockingjay 2, because we 
were ahead of the game, we had almost a year to finish it, so it wasn’t quite as hectic.

Alan Bell: We stopped cutting in August of 2015.
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Hullfish: What about the schedule for The Martian?

Pietro Scalia, The Martian: Ridley started shooting in November 2014, so a year later the film 
was supposed to come out, which is normal. Most of it was shot at a studio in Budapest and 
then they spent almost a week in Jordan. Shooting was done in 74 days, which is very, very 
quick considering the scope of the film. They finished shooting around March 21st or 23rd 
and we delivered the locked cut on August 28th. Thirty to thirty-two weeks is normal for post, 
but we ended having to shorten that by seven weeks, because after the studio saw our first 
cut they loved it and asked if we could finish it early because the original release was planned 
for Thanksgiving, and it was going to be a crowded weekend. To cut the schedule by seven 
weeks was really a question of whether VFX could be delivered that quickly. We worked six 
and seven days a week for a long time. At the same time, I had my sound team starting to 
work on scenes for the temp mix, which we would carry throughout the process of previews 
and changes, all the way through pre-dubs and the final mix. VFX shots would come in, they 
would be updated, and the sound department would be notified. Everybody was working 
together to make this happen. Everything came together miraculously well.

Cheryl Potter, The Martian: As Pietro said, we started editing in November of 2014 in 
Budapest, where they shot all of the stage material. Then post moved to France for the 
director’s cut, where Ridley Scott lives. Then finished editing in London, where all of the visual 
effects houses were and where they completed the DI (digital intermediate). At the point 
where we moved from Budapest, we branched out and had a mini system for the two-week 
shoot in Jordan. Most of us remained in Budapest, and a small system went to Jordan so they 
could prep dailies and screen them for Ridley. Then, at the end of Budapest, we had one team 
go to France and one team go to London.

Hullfish: You were using an Avid ISIS (now re-branded as NEXIS) media server and that had 
to be duplicated so you could have two separate teams, right?

Cheryl Potter: Yes. One of them went to London, and one of them went to France. From that 
point forward we needed to keep track of any new media or decisions being created in either 
location. The trick that was very helpful was that once you have a numbered folder on an ISIS, 
once you know that the database of that folder is current and up to date, you can change the 
name of that folder, and once you’ve changed the name of the folder, the Avid won’t touch it 
again. So we would close off the Avid folders so that we knew we had the right stuff. So in 
London, they were receiving visual effects from the VFX houses and cutting them into the 
sequence, then we would get those sequences and bring over the folders of Avid media and 
be able to link to the visual effects that had been cut in by the team on the London ISIS. The 
biggest part is the media management: making sure that the London ISIS and the France ISIS 
are looking at the same media so that when you pass bins back and forth, you don’t have stuff 
that’s going to go off-line.

Hullfish: Some of these big studio releases go together far faster than most people would 
expect . . . 
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Eddie Hamilton, Mission Impossible—Rogue Nation: True. We did our first “friends and 
family screening” of Mission Impossible 5 eleven days after the end of the shoot, and our first 
big test screening was at five weeks after the shoot. So instead of the usual director’s cut 
being 11 weeks, we were on our third test screening at 10 weeks and had pretty much locked 
picture. We tweaked the edit for another two weeks, and then we were done. So 12 weeks of 
editing after the end of the shoot, which is insanely fast. But because I was so organized, it 
meant that if Chris McQuarrie suggested something, I could make stuff happen REALLY fast.

Hullfish: Obviously you can’t really cut a movie the scope of Mission: Impossible—Rogue 
Nation in 11 days. So what was the shooting schedule like?

Eddie Hamilton: The total number of shoot days was 127, so it was a long shoot, six days a 
week. Location shooting in Vienna, location shooting in Morocco, then back on the sound 
stages at Leavesden. It was a very, very, very long shoot, and I was cutting throughout and 
trying to “stay up to camera” as best I could. The reason the shoot was so long is because 
Chris McQuarrie does not like to use a second unit.

Hullfish: Shooting for The Revenant was legendary. Give us an idea of the edit schedule and 
where you were during shooting.

Stephen Mirrione, The Revenant: Principal photography started September 2014. We shot 
until December when the first weather problems caused us to shut down. I did a lot of work 
with Alejandro during that break and shooting began again in February  2015. We shot 
through to the end of April when we ran out of snow, and we needed to stop again and find 
a location that had enough snow to shoot the final scenes. I was mostly in Calgary; occasionally 
I’d go to the locations and work with Alejandro at lunch time. I spent about a week getting 
everything together to work with Alejandro, and then I think we screened the first pass of the 
cut minus the missing scenes towards the end of June. That was probably the 2 hour and 
50-minute version of the movie, not including the beginning or end of the movie. We 
screened for the studio sometime at the end of July and then shot the final scenes in August. 
After that, we worked to get the cut done so we could begin our final mix in September. We 
kept working on the cut through the mix as final VFX were coming in. Everything was done, 
picture and sound, just before Thanksgiving.

Hullfish: What was the rough editing schedule on Star Wars: The Force Awakens?

Mary Jo Markey, Star Wars: The Force Awakens: It was long. They shot from May to 
November of 2014. We really did not finish cutting until sometime in November of 2015. 
Near the end of the schedule on a JJ film, things are moving simultaneously. The DI is 
happening and changes get passed on to DI. The sound is being built. Changes keep getting 
fed to the mixing stage. John Williams re-recorded several cues because our changes were 
so extensive on some scenes that it just wasn’t going to work to just edit them.

Hullfish: Dan, you’ve done all of Ron Howard’s movies from the beginning, and some of the 
early ones had much shorter schedules than the later ones, right?
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Dan Hanley, In the Heart of the Sea: We started back in 1982 on Night Shift. That picture had 
a very quick turnaround; I think we started shooting in January of that year and the movie 
came out in July.

Hullfish: WOW!

Dan Hanley: Yeah, pretty quick. Splash was a pretty quick schedule, and Cocoon turned out 
to be a pretty quick schedule also. It was supposed to come out in the fall, and the Zanucks 
saw the assembly after the Christmas break and said, “Wow. We should see what we can do 
to move this schedule up to the summer.”

Hullfish: So now, decades later you guys are cutting Howard’s In the Heart of the Sea.

Mike Hill, In the Heart of the Sea: That started shooting in Leavesden actually, in September of 
2013. We were in Leavesden for two and a half months, into November, then the production 
crew moved to the Canary Islands, off the coast of Africa, and shot most of the ocean-going 
footage for most of the scenes where they were stranded on the ocean after the whale attack. 
When they finished at the Canary Islands, it was right around Christmas. We took a little 
Christmas hiatus and then we always end up in Connecticut. Ron lives in Greenwich, and we have 
a house that he bought that we turned into editing rooms. I was there until the end of May. By 
that time we had pretty much locked. Well, not totally. We had “latched” the editing . . . 

Hullfish: “Latched,” I like that. I’ll have to steal that term.

Mike Hill: We were a good five months in Greenwich, honing it down and trimming and 
getting it into shape. There were friendly screenings of family and friends. By the fall, that was 
all completed, and the movie was ready to be released in March of this year but then Warner 
Brothers made the decision to move it down to December.

Hullfish: As we’ve heard, the post schedules can be thrown into disarray by many 
circumstances. On Risen it was a bit unusual, right?

Steven Mirkovich, Risen: I received a call from the producers on behalf of the director. When 
they called me, they had been shooting for 10 weeks of a 12-week shooting schedule. They 
asked me to take over the project from the original editor and start over from scratch. They 
knew there would have to be some adjustment to the schedule because I  was basically 
coming into the picture 10 weeks, or 50 days, of shooting behind. I  attacked the bigger 
sequences right away—the ones that were the most troubling to the director—so I could gain 
his confidence right away. I was under the gun the whole time. I worked long hours and seven 
days a week for months. I arrived in Toronto on November 1st, and by the time I left for a 
prearranged Christmas break around the 20th of December, I was only about 20 days behind 
the company. I was catching up. When Christmas break was over they still had a little bit of 
shooting to do. It’s normal for me to run a first cut one to two weeks after wrap. When I was 
ready to show my first cut, the director was back home in the Seattle area. We set up Slingbox 
so he could initially stay and work in Seattle while I cut in Toronto. It was a good way to work. 
As we closed in on his cut, he came to Toronto for two or three weeks until we locked the 
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picture. I  was in Toronto from the last week of October  2014 through the first week of 
September 2015. Just over 10 months.

Hullfish: Spectre’s another big blockbuster. What was the principal photography schedule?

Lee Smith, Spectre: Six months. Starting in December, going through to June. Daniel got 
hurt in the train fight sequence, so we got delayed a bit while he recovered. Like a lot of films, 
you are thrown a couple of curveballs during the shoot. We were a bit weather dependent, 
and that eventually took its toll. I’d say there was another two weeks after principal photography 
was supposed to end, with multiple units shooting the whole time.

Hullfish: The shooting schedule for Mad Max: Fury Road was enormous. I’m assuming post 
was as well.

Margaret Sixel, Mad Max: Fury Road: It was a long schedule by anyone’s standards, but this 
was not your average film. The crew was in Southern Africa (Namibia and Cape Town) for 
eight months, and then we cut for an additional two years. I was on the film roughly from 
March 2012 to April 2015 with a few breaks. During pre-production I was cutting together 
casting sessions, working on some pre-viz, the animatic and generally worrying about 
everything. A  year after principal photography had finished, we had an extra three-week 
shoot, so we didn’t have a complete film that we could evaluate until February 2014. We kept 
tweaking right into the final mix (April 2015), but as they say, “A film is never finished, it’s just 
taken away from you.”

Hullfish: Though there’s live action as a central component of Jungle Book it is largely an 
animated movie. I’ve done some animation editing, myself. So I know that a large portion, if 
not all, of the real work, is done before the animation happens. Tell me a little about what the 
schedule was like and what you did and the pre-editing kind of stuff that probably had to take 
place with storyboards and voice performances.

Mark Livolsi, The Jungle Book: I think the overall timeline for the crew aside from editorial 
was somewhat over two years factoring in pre-production, but for editorial, it was about a 
year and nine months. When I came on to the show—right after the 4th of July, 2014—they 
had just started doing cast voice recordings. They hadn’t cast Baloo yet (Bill Murray), at that 
point. Initially, I took these recordings and built what Jon liked to call “Radio Plays.” These 
were edits that utilized this ADR, as well as temp voices for characters we hadn’t recorded or 
cast yet, and I essentially cut together a version of the script that was audio only. My assistants 
took the dialogue I  had cut and started to add in sound effects and music, in large part 
drawing from the animatics that the story department had done previously. These radio plays 
were created so Jon (director, Jon Favreau) would be able to listen to sequences and start to 
get a sense of how they were playing. So that was what we did at first.

Hullfish: Did they do the green screen stuff with the kid next?

Mark Livolsi: No. They did motion capture. The motion capture would be handed over to 
a team of animators, and they would create rudimentary animation, the end result being a 
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master scene. This was like a virtual version of the scene, and when you put it up on a 
monitor, you could take a joystick and run around the set with a virtual camera. Jon and Bill 
Pope, the cinematographer, would lay out the shots and shoot dailies. Which is where 
I  came in. They would shoot dailies like on any live action film. But they were shots of 
characters interacting with rudimentary movements, no mouth animation, a bit like a video 
game visually. There was an animated version of the boy based on Neel’s motion capture. 
Because of this process, I could ask for shots at any time, so in this particular case at any 
point in the process, you had the opportunity to tweak the edit with new shots, although 
that window did close eventually.

Hullfish: Tell me about the schedule for Captain America: Civil War.

Jeffrey Ford, Captain America: Civil War: We began shooting in April of 2015 in Atlanta. We 
did some location work around Atlanta proper as well. A bunch of Atlanta locations stood in 
for various places around the globe, then we wrapped up our shoot in Atlanta, then the last 
month of our filming was in Berlin, and we finished up our big airport battle, which takes 
place at the airport at Leipzig. Then we returned to Los Angeles in August and began cutting, 
and we spent about six or seven weeks cutting before we showed it to the studio, and then 
we began working through the preview process. Things get really crazy in January, after the 
holidays. That’s when we did whatever reshoots we needed. I think we shot about four days.

Hullfish: Tell me a little bit about the schedule for Alice Through the Looking Glass.

Andy Weisblum, Alice Through the Looking Glass: I  think the shoot started July 2014, 
and I started two or three months before that. I was working on some key sequences. The 
script was in some flux before we shot, so we really had to zero in on the set pieces that 
we knew were less likely to change from the script revisions, especially when you are in an 
environment when you see absolutely nothing on the set. (Laughs) It’s actually a pretty 
big challenge, and the storyboards can only take it so far, but to actually figure out the 
geography and physicality of what you need to see to understand the action was a big 
part of our pre-viz process, so we focused on that material for the pre-viz opening. The 
shoot took us until November or December of 2014, and I’ve been on until May of 2016, 
so it was a pretty long schedule.

Dylan Highsmith, Star Trek Beyond: The schedule on this one was intense. Everything was 
compressed and the prep schedule was next to nothing. I came on first during pre-viz to start 
cutting the major sequences that they were starting to iron out, which at the time was the 
Enterprise Takedown. Kelly came on to help for a couple of weeks during pre-viz and then 
rejoined again a week before principal photography.

Kelly Matsumoto, Star Trek Beyond: We’ve been on this for over a year now. We started up 
in Canada. It was a crazy schedule because our team got started on this five months late due 
to huge changes: director, script and screenwriters, so there’s that.

Hullfish: When did you arrive in Vancouver to set up post?
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Steven Sprung, Star Trek Beyond: Dylan went on location to Vancouver a few days before 
shooting. He started with one first assistant, Dave Cory, and our VFX editor, Craig Smith. We 
also hired a terrific assistant in Vancouver, Tyler Ruocco. Kelly started in LA with the rest of the 
assistants, Laura Yanovich, Meghan Noble and Jesse Chapman.

Dylan Highsmith: Then three weeks in Dubai. Then we finished here in LA.

Hullfish: Did editing gear and all of the editors go to Dubai or was it just one or two of you? 
Then when did you finally come home?

Dylan Highsmith: Dave and I went to Dubai. I stayed for two weeks.

Kelly Matsumoto: We shipped over our Avids. It was quite the logistical feat to get 
everything over. We had to consider the technical aspects as well as keeping the bins up to 
date and synchronized in both locations. When Dylan and Dave were in Dubai, we didn’t try 
to exchange data as much, mainly because of the time zone difference, but we did when they 
were in Vancouver. We had to be careful about the direction of how bins were updated so we 
didn’t blow away anything by overwriting them.

Dylan Highsmith: After production wrapped, we began cutting out of a space in South 
Pasadena, which was close to Justin’s home. Everybody was under one roof. It was a really 
great collaborative space.

Steven Sprung: Over Memorial Day we moved to Universal for sound mixing and also for DI 
and to finalize visual effects. That’s pretty standard for the way Justin works. We’re coloring 
upstairs, reviewing visual effects next door and sound mixing downstairs on the Hitchcock 
stage. Everything was within a building or two of each other so we could quickly move from 
one to the other. It’s super helpful, especially on visual effects movies where everything is 
crunched and coming in at the absolute last minute.

Kelly Matsumoto: Everyone is stretched to the limit physically and mentally, and with VFX 
being done by vendors in different time zones, quick responses and notes are essential. The 
less time spent traveling to another location, the better.

SCHEDULES FOR INDIES AND 
SMALL STUDIO FILMS

Hullfish: Cutting a smaller budget indie is a very different thing from a tentpole release. What 
was the schedule for Brooklyn like?

Jake Roberts, Brooklyn: The shoot was eight weeks, but there was a unit move from Ireland 
to Montreal and then a move from Montreal to New York, where they actually only shot for 
two days. So they lost a few days moving the crew.
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Hullfish: I just saw Eddie the Eagle. Tell me a little bit about the schedule on that movie.

Martin Walsh, Eddie the Eagle: I was the second editor on that movie. The guy that started 
it didn’t last beyond the director’s cut or six weeks or so after the director’s cut. They knew 
they had a problem, and I got the call to see if I could come in and help out. Unfortunately, 
these days, that is not unusual. So I read the script and watched the current cut and decided 
that I needed six weeks without any interference from the director or anybody and just went 
to work. Basically dug in and got on with it and tried to find the best stuff that was in there. It 
was there; it was just that they’d somehow lost their way a little bit in a way that I know it’s very 
easy to do. If you’re not focused together as a team—director and editor—things can get 
mislaid, and you lose focus and lose the point, and I think it was one of those instances.

Hullfish: When I saw the credits I noticed that the guy that put us together—Eddie Hamilton 
(Mission: Impossible—Rogue Nation)—was an additional editor on the project.

Martin Walsh: The strangest thing happened; I got my cut together, and I  think we were 
almost finished and getting ready for scoring and all of that, and my appendix exploded.

Hullfish: Voice from the Stone was on a tight schedule as well, right?

Clayton Condit, Voice from the Stone: We were on a tight production schedule, so we had 
to be very disciplined in what we shot, so we didn’t get a lot of fat. We were “killing babies” 
in production by cutting scenes that were determined non-critical to the story since we had 
to budget our time in production.

Hullfish: When was principal photography?

Clayton Condit: November 5, 2014 to December 22, 2014. Approximately 40 days.

Hullfish: Where were you editing?

Clayton Condit: On location for the first five to six weeks of production, then back to MN 
while production finished.

Hullfish: And when did you have a first cut done to show the director?

Clayton Condit: January 19, 2015. Then we did about nine weeks with the director after 
initial assembly and three weeks on the “producers’ cut.” We had a locked picture May 1, 
2015, and the conform, color and final audio mix was done by August 20, 2015.

Hullfish: Dan, you already described the schedule for Maze Runner: Scorch Trials, but you’ve 
also cut smaller indies.

Dan Zimmerman, My All American: I started My All American on May 5th. That shot for 40 
days . . . eight weeks. They shot in Austin. I cut in California. They came back to California, 
and it came together very quickly. There was so much football with My All American. I think 
that collectively, my rough assembly has almost an hour and a half of pure football action. 
They re-enacted, very accurately, a lot of the games because you’re telling a story that really 
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happened. One of the biggest challenges on My All American was to not make it a football 
movie and more about this true, inspirational kid. So when we came up with this montage 
style of cutting the football, it really honed it in a little bit. It allowed us to highlight some of 
the really important aspects of the games and the plays that needed to be told, but we could 
get through seasons of football very quickly. I finished My All American on December 15th 
and was in Albuquerque for Scorch Trials on December 16th.

Hullfish: Can you describe the schedule for Elle? When did you start principal photography? 
When did shooting end? When did you bring in the director or other various people? And 
when did you go to DI?

Job Ter Burg, Elle: They started principal photography in January, and I was finishing another 
movie at the time (Alex van Warmerdam’s Schneider vs. Bax), but I did start watching dailies 
as soon as they came in. I had quite a busy two years, doing three films back to back, working 
on one film, turning that over to sound, start working on a second film, go back to the mix for 
the first one, etc. By the end of April, I had done my editor’s cut, and Paul came in and we 
worked until the end of July or so. We had already started working on VFX and music of 
course and then sound editorial started. ADR and color grading were done in Paris in 
September when I was working on my third project, Brimstone, and then I joined him and the 
wonderful sound team in Paris in October for the final mix. Paul went back to the States, but 
I think he went back to Paris in January 2016 to do some final tweaks on the titles.

TV SCHEDULES
Sidney Wolinsky, The Sopranos: The most recent show that I’ve done was called Power for a 
cable network called Starz. The shooting schedules there were about 10 or 12 days. And I would 
show the director a cut maybe four or five days after we finished shooting, and the director 
contractually has four days, in this case, they were pretty generous with the directors and 
sometimes they took five or six days with me. After that, the airdates were very far off so it took 
weeks or even months before I finished the producer’s cut and the network’s cut. So it was a show 
that started shooting in September for a June airdate, so we were never working hard up against 
airdates, and there wasn’t the kind of urgency that there is if you have airdates that are looming.

Fabienne Bouville, American Horror Story: The schedules in TV are uniformly set up in a 
one-size-fits-all scheme, which is frustrating because each project involves a different set of 
creative challenges, which translates to a very different amount of time required. In addition 
to the editing I do during the shooting schedule (usually about nine days), I get four days to 
complete the editor’s cut and four days working with the director to complete his or her cut. 
After that, the cut goes to the producers, and it takes about another week to 10 days before 
we lock.
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In my experience, different shows require a very different amount of work in post. American 
Horror Story is more crafted because of its style; the experience of it is dependent on dynamic 
and creative editing. American Horror Story is the gold standard for me because of how 
honed it is, and it’s really a feat to get it done on that schedule. In terms of resources (number 
of days), it’s the same as other shows, but the creative requirements are more intense.

On the shows I’ve done, Glee was around nine days of shooting, sometimes 10. American 
Horror Story is usually around 12 days. Masters of Sex is about nine days.

Every day I get the dailies from the day before. On American Horror Story I get them two days 
later because it shoots in New Orleans, and it takes an extra day for us to get them. Each day 
I get dailies, I cut all of them. That’s where I’m editing kind of fast. Sometimes I don’t even watch 
what I did because I don’t have the time at this stage, and I know I’ll get to finesse it later. If I’m 
lucky, the production schedule will involve shooting multiple episodes at the same time, which 
gives me some down days where I get extra time to assemble what I have and start finessing.

After shooting, I  get four days for my editor’s cut. That’s when I  turn the assembly into 
something watchable, with sound design and music. I’m working furiously and typically don’t 
have time to watch the full show until the end of the four days.

Hullfish: Correct me if I’m wrong, but TV series are alternating editors each episode to be 
able to keep up with production.

Fabienne Bouville: Typically on TV dramas there are three editors per series, so we alternate. 
The same person that cuts episode one is back to edit episode four.

Hullfish: How do you think your editing would change on a feature film schedule? On the 
feature I just cut, we had two editors and an assistant working for almost half a year.

Fabienne Bouville: If I had more time, well, for sure life would be more pleasant! The quality 
of what we’re doing is very high, but if we had more time, it would be a different experience. 
We’d be more relaxed. What would probably happen is that more people would have time to 
get more deeply involved in the edit—I’m thinking of the director and the producers. With 
the fast TV schedule, I’m left alone a lot of the time so that I can get it done!

I just worked on a pilot, and although we were on the same schedule as a typical episode, the 
work with the director and the producers was a lot more intense. The stakes are very high on 
a pilot, and so they wanted to go over every single cut, tweaking the number of frames for 
each one. I thought this is probably what it’s like on a feature schedule. Everyone involved 
wants to flesh out all of their ideas to the fullest extent, so you go over each cut again and 
again and make compromises with everyone. I didn’t feel as creatively key to the process. 
I laid the groundwork but then everything was so examined that at some point it felt like the 
process slipped away from me a bit.

Hullfish: Tell us a little bit about the schedule for an episode of Vinyl? Is it different from a 
network TV schedule?
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Kate Sanford, Vinyl: Longer. Yeah, the schedule for Vinyl was vastly extended—much more so 
than even the most liberal cable schedules. A network schedule is pretty rigorous, and then cable 
allows for a little longer because you probably want to get most of the episodes finished before 
they go on the air. This was even longer because we were really trying to figure out what the 
show was. They started to shoot episode 2 about a year ago, and Tim Streeto began editing. 
I started with episode 3 and we finished in March. So, it went a full nine months for me, and I only 
cut four episodes. Tim cut five episodes. Each episode shoots for about 12-14 days and, like 
most shows, we have two more days to get our editor’s cut ready. So, that’s maybe three weeks 
in total, and then we invite the director of the episode to come in and work with us. That is 
typically four or five days and that’s a DGA mandated amount of time, and we honor that. 
Occasionally, directors will waive their right to come in but we had all of our directors really 
involved on Vinyl except for Carl Franklin, who had a movie to go to, and that was episode 9 for 
me. We only worked together during production a bit and then through email and notes over the 
phone. So it’s usually about three weeks of cutting and then a week with a director, and I would 
say, typically, two or three weeks with the producers before it goes to the studio, which is HBO. 
After that, we wait for notes and that typically takes a week or so. In this case, on Vinyl, it took 
even longer. So by the time we got notes back, I was already well into dailies on the next episode 
or even the director’s cut. So, there was a lot of overlap on Vinyl, and almost all episodes were 
open and unlocked at the same time. On the one hand, it was very exciting, just Tim Streeto and 
myself editing the remaining nine episodes, and between us and all of our really creative 
directors and producers trying to figure out what the style of the show should be. Alongside that, 
David Tedeschi was cutting with Marty (executive producer, Martin Scorsese) in a different 
location. They were finishing the pilot. So when we came on to start “Vinyl” a year ago, we were 
invited to see the pilot in progress. They hadn’t finished cutting their first pass yet, and they 
showed us about half of it. But because it wasn’t finished, everybody had a little bit of a different 
interpretation of what to do with the tone and the style of the show. So, I feel like Tim and I spent 
much more time finding consensus among our many producers than we normally would have. 
We had our showrunner, Terry Winter, and we had our executive producer, Allen Coulter, both of 
whom we’d worked with a lot on Boardwalk Empire. Then we had Mick Jagger, who came in as 
a guest visitor at one point but really was on tour pretty much the whole time and would give 
notes through his producer, Victoria Pearman. All of our notes really came through our showrunner, 
Terry Winter, including HBO notes. So, it was not only a creative project, finding the balance of 
style, music and drama, but also trying to find consensus among all of these different producers 
and all of their ideas. Ultimately, Martin Scorsese was our creative tie-breaker, if you will.

Hullfish: Tell me a little bit about the schedule for Grey’s Anatomy. This is a pretty typical 
network-style drama, right? You said it’s a break-neck pace.

Joe Mitacek, Grey’s Anatomy: The way we’ve been doing things on Greys is 24 episodes, which 
is not quite as common nowadays. We start somewhere in July and we typically wrap in May. We 
build up a surplus of episodes before we start airing. Then obviously we’re airing them faster than 
we can produce them. So at the beginning of the season, we’ve got more time. Typically, we have 
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a nine-day shoot and then, when we get the last bit of dailies, we’ll probably have two days to 
complete an editor’s cut. Then the director comes in for four days. Then the producers get four 
days. Then we send the cut to the studio and network, and we lock the next day. That’s the 
schedule at the beginning of the season. Plus we have a certain number of days for sound teams 
and the composer and all that, and then we come to our final mix, lay the show down and get it 
all out and ready to go. By the time we get to the season finale, that’s truncated to maybe a fifth 
of that time. Typically with the finale, we might end up shooting 10 days. Maybe even 11 days, 
depending on if it’s an event episode, or if there are a number of locations, or it is just technically 
more challenging. We might have something like an explosion or a car accident or any number of 
things that can stretch those shooting dates. But now I am cutting the season finale which had a 
10-day shoot ending with final dailies coming on a Friday, turning over the editor’s cut on Saturday, 
turning over the director’s cut on Sunday, turning over the producer’s cut on Monday, and then 
deliver the show on a Tuesday, so there isn’t a lot of time. We try to get ahead of things by bringing 
the director up during lunch. When you get into short turnaround, then the rules adjust and 
everything. Anything we can do to get a jump on that stuff. Usually, once I get an episode laid out 
and assembled, the assistant and I generally watch the episode through and just do what we call 
a “music spotting” or “music spot,” where we talk about, “Let’s open with a song,” which is sort 
of conventional, and say, “This is a good point for a cue,” or “Obviously that’s an act-out so let’s 
put that there,” and then say, “Well, this can be an interesting sequence for a song, so let’s look 
for something there.” So we are kinda mapping out where we want the music. So, it’s not just 
putting a piece of score in every single scene. We talk about the palette that we might want for an 
episode, but in this case—the finale—everything is just rapid fire. Our last season finale was even 
shorter: we had the last of dailies, then editor’s cut the next day, then lock the day after that.

Hullfish: Kelley, you’ve cut a bunch of pilots and I haven’t talked to too many people about 
the schedules for those.

Kelley Dixon, Breaking Bad: Well, pilots, they can be very, very different. It’s a really different 
thing now than it used to be. When I say used to be, I mean like four years ago. They started 
to change because there used to be a set pilot season which would go from about mid-
February to the end of April. It’s basically when television was pretty much driven by the four 
big networks. The big broadcast networks, ABC, CBS, NBC and FOX, were basically driving 
the schedule of television, which would sort of revolve around the school schedule, September 
to about May. So, they would take February to the end of April to develop new shows and 
make one pilot, then decide which ones to pick up and announce them at, what they call, 
“the Upfronts.” Back then, people used to sign on to do a pilot around mid-February, and 
they would work furiously. There’d be one episode of television that they would spend a huge 
amount of money on and they would work everybody insane, ridiculous hours. Basically, it’s 
such a backward system; it’s like, we want you to do your absolute best work under horrendous 
circumstances. Then, we’ll put you on the fall schedule, which means even more stress. 
(Laughs) Network pilots are still done that way, but there is not one set pilot season necessarily 
anymore. Usually, with the other pilots, other than the major network pilots, those are given a 
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little bit longer on the schedule. Major networks are usually about seven weeks, the other 

cable and on-line stuff is usually given about 9-10 weeks for a pilot.

Hullfish: You cut the pilot for Preacher. What was that schedule like specifically?

Kelley Dixon: Preacher was a little bit longer; it was about a 10-week pilot, and Seth Rogan 

and Evan Goldberg directed. It started in May and ended about the middle of July. Probably 

about 18 shooting days, I think, I can’t remember honestly. They probably had between 18 to 

22 days, I think. As far as getting an editor’s cut done, you’re supposed to get about four days 

in television; a lot of times you don’t. I actually needed the time. Those guys wanted to come 

in early, and I really kind of asked to not have them come in. They were kind of like, “Hey we 

understand work in progress . . . ” but it was my first time working for them, and I  really 

wanted to try and put the best foot forward that I  could. It’s a very, very complex and 

complicated script, and there were a lot of big action scenes and those didn’t come to until 

the very end. So I was like, really super busy on these big, sexy scenes. In fact, I think originally 

on the schedule, they gave me three days but I asked for the fourth day, so, they didn’t come 

in until after four days. And on a pilot, every pilot that I’ve been on, except for maybe the Luck 

pilot which was with HBO, which is a whole different game because it was Michael Mann, they 

give you maybe three or four days to finish an editor’s cut and then they come in. The 

Directors Guild says the directors have four days for their cut after that. I think that’s pretty 

much followed; it has on everything that I’ve done. But many times these directors are 

producers as well. So they tend to stay, and they work alongside the producers throughout 

the whole thing. So everything I’ve been on, the director has been there as well.

Hullfish: Walk me through the schedule on one of your shows. Are you cutting Preacher now 

or is that somebody else?

Kelley Dixon: No, no, I just did the pilot for Preacher. I started May 13th of last year. It took 

about two months.

Hullfish: Let’s talk about some editing. On a lot of what you’ve done in the past, 30-minute 

comedy stuff, what is the schedule? Give us a day in the life and here’s how an episode works 

chronologically.

David Helfand, Great News: The series is called Great News, and it’s a half-hour comedy 

created by Tracey Wigfield and executive produced by Tina Fey and Robert Carlock. Tracey 

is a talented writer who I met on The Mindy Project and who also worked on 30 Rock, where 

she shared a writing Emmy with Tina. It’s slated to air sometime next year.

In general, on a single camera series, there’ll be multiple editors so you are rotating, one episode 

after the other, and running into an overlapping schedule where you’ll get dailies, do your cut, 

do everyone else’s cut and then get new episode dailies before you can lock the previous one.

Hullfish: How long is photography?
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David Helfand: Five days for a half hour, that’s most common. Depending on the nature of the 
series, sometimes cable series might get a little bit extra. A couple days after you’ve received the 
last set of dailies, you finish putting it all together, tracking in music, sound effects, viz effects—it 
all depends on the show. I am trying to get my editor’s cut to a stage where it’s complete and very 
watchable. I  take some umbrage with the term “rough cut” because it implies “don’t worry 
about polishing it, just put it together roughly and we’ll fix it.” It’s well-meaning and accepted 
because of the time pressures, but I’ve found it ultimately wastes time and shortchanges people’s 
ability to properly evaluate a cut. A lot of people say they can look past the flaws of a rough cut, 
but I  don’t trust that I  trust first impressions. When the director or producer comes in, it’s 
unproductive to be grunting out fundamentals like line reads, pacing or camera angles. You risk 
things getting hastily fixed or trashed because they weren’t playing right from the start. I want 
them to trust my thoroughness and value that I’m saving them time down the road. Multi-cam 
schedules are tougher because there’s only one editor cutting every episode. Friends was my first 
multi-cam, and I naively asked for an extra day to polish my cut, but after the producers saw the 
difference, it was never an issue. Ideally, I’ve addressed problems beforehand so the cut reflects 
what was intended on stage or the page, and we can jump into serious problem solving: “Are 
the story points clear? Is the tone right? Can we make it funnier?” As a consequence, I tend to 
get fewer notes and spend less time with directors—they might stay half or less of their allowed 
days because everything’s under control and they’re confident in what’s presented to producers.

Hullfish: What do you think the median or average number of scenes that you’re dealing with 
in a specific episode is?

David Helfand: That’s so variable. It’s pretty rare that you have scenes over two pages or so, 
because with a lot of story to tell, as much as they try to jam into a half-hour story, they have 
to get through a lot of different scenes to do that, so they will try to condense scenes into 
shorter bits . . . You’ll still have scenes with four or six pages or longer, but it’s more rare that 
you’ll have something that long, so in a half-hour episode, depending on the nature of it, the 
script might end on scene 25 or it might end on scene 45. You still have basically 30 or 35 
pages of script, but they’re just broken into different elements. I’m not looking so much at the 
different scenes as the number of pages

Hullfish: So you’re trying to get through five to six pages a day?

David Helfand: That depends on the shooting schedule. I look at how many pages they’re 
trying to do on a given day and strategize my workflow before we ever get dailies. If there’s a 
long dialogue scene, I know my assistant will be working on that all morning and I won’t get 
that footage until late afternoon, so I’m trying to juggle other scenes to work on. I try to take 
advantage of my energy levels throughout the day and save short scenes towards day’s end 
when I’m less tired.

If possible, I’ll complete scenes in groups so the music editor can start building themes into an 
episode or shape various cues to fit the timing of a sequence. I love music editing, but it’s time-
consuming and often makes more sense to hand it off so I can continue focusing on picture.
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